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ABSTRACT
The ability to explain the behaviour of the AI systems is a key aspect of building trust, especially for autonomous agent systems - how does one trust an agent whose behaviour can not be explained? In this work, we advocate the use of design patterns for developing explainable-by-design agents (XAg), to ensure explainability is an integral feature of agent systems rather than an “add-on” feature. We present TriQPAN (Trigger, Query, Process, Action and Notify), a design pattern for XAg. TriQPAN can be used to explain behaviours of any agent architecture and we show how this can be done to explain decisions such as why the agent chose to pursue a particular goal, why or why didn’t the agent choose a particular plan to achieve a goal, and so on. We term these queries as direct queries. Our framework also supports temporal correlation queries such as asking a search and rescue drone, “which locations did you visit and why?”. We implemented TriQPAN in the SARL agent language, built-in to the goal reasoning engine, affording developers XAg with minimal overhead. The implementation will be made available for public use. We describe that implementation and apply it to two case studies illustrating the explanations produced, in practice.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The likes of ChatGPT has propelled artificial intelligence techniques into a new era, where more and more industries are seeking to leverage the power of AI to automate and optimise business processes and productivity. This increased interest has also raised the important question of whether these AI systems can be trusted. The ability to explain the behaviour of AI systems is a key aspect of building trust [14]. This is particularly important for multi-agent systems (MAS) that typically perform tasks on behalf of humans.

In this work, we advocate the use of design patterns for the purpose of developing explainable-by-design Agents (XAg).

In traditional Software Engineering, the concept of Design Patterns [8] have been successfully used for decades to improve a vast number of quality attributes of the software products. These quality attributes (sometimes referred as “-ity” attributes) include modularity, usability, interoperability, and so on. We argue that explainability should be included in this list for AI systems. The design pattern also ensures that explainability is an integral feature when developing multi-agent systems, rather than an “add-on”.

Despite the call for the use of design patterns in MAS over a decade ago [3] to increase the broader acceptance of the technology, there has been little work on the use of design patterns in practical MAS. A notable exception is the work of Dastani and Testerink [5] that provided design patterns for agent-oriented programming providing templates for realising some agent-oriented concepts and abstractions in an object-oriented technology. There has also been recent work by Washizaki et al. [28] exploring design patterns for machine learning systems, also highlighting the importance of this approach in gaining wider acceptance by the broader software engineering community.

In this work, we propose TriQPAN (Trigger, Query, Process, Action and Notify), a design pattern, which when implemented can be used to explain the behaviours such as why the agent chose to pursue a particular goal, why or why didn’t the agent choose a particular plan to achieve a goal, why a particular state is true and so on. The underlying system needs to capture and store events related to a TriQPAN design process and the event store is queried to explain behaviours and outcomes.

Recently, Winikoff et al. [30–32] presented a formal framework for constructing explanations of the behaviour of BDI agent systems [17]. Their work builds on, formalises and extends the work of Habers et al. [10, 11], and utilise the goal-plan structures typically found in BDI agents. Whilst our design pattern TriQPAN could be used for any decision-making AI system, and we show how this can be done, we incorporate TriQPAN natively into the goal-reasoning engine of the SARL agent programming language [18]. Underlying SARL is an event driven architecture. We incorporate a state-of-the-art event stream database - EventStoreDB 1 to log and query the event streams, which can be done in real-time.

We facilitate three types of explanation queries: (i) direct queries related to goals, plans and beliefs; (e.g. why did you decide to get the coffee from the shop?); (ii) temporal correlation queries that relate a sequence of decisions (e.g. Which series of locations did you visit to get the coffee?); and (iii) continuous queries that monitors for the query result continuously and returns values (e.g. what times of the day is the kitchen coffee replenished?). To the best of our knowledge previous work was only able to deal with direct queries. The key differentiator to previous work is that our approach of using an event store to manage the stream of events related to the design pattern. This affords us the luxury of rich queries that goes beyond reasoning constrained to the goal-plan tree structures.

1https://www.eventstore.com

In summary, our contributions are: (i) we present a design pattern - TriQPAN, for developing explainable MAS (Section 3); (ii) implemented TriQPAN into the SARL agent programming language, natively, together with EventStoreDB. We describe the implementation and will make available the tools for public use (Section 4); and (iii) present practical experiments to illustrate the use of TriQPAN in practice with two case studies - the first, an abstract example of an agent getting coffee as used in [31], and the second, a search and rescue drone example as used in [22] (Section 5).

2 BACKGROUND

We first present some preliminaries on design patterns, goal-plan agents and our implementation platforms SARL and EventStoreDB. We also briefly describe the related work [31] and [10] on XAg.

2.1 Design Patterns

Design patterns [9] in software engineering are time-tested solutions to recurring design challenges, tracing their roots back to the early days of computer programming. These patterns provide solutions to recurring design problems, ensuring that developers don’t have to reinvent the wheel with each new project. Instead, they can leverage proven strategies for specific design challenges, promoting code reusability and maintainability. A pattern is a common solution to a common problem in a given context [13].

Benefits of design patterns include reusability, improved communication, flexibility, and efficiency. However, their application must be context-aware to avoid unnecessary complexity. We present our design pattern for XAg in the context of multi-agent systems.

2.2 Goal-plan Agents

Although the XAg approach we present applies to any agent architecture, our native implementation in SARL is for goal-plan agents. That is, an agent that has goals to achieve and plans that achieve these goals. Goal-plan agents are also the context of the aforementioned previous work [10, 31].

A goal is typically a state of the world the agent wants to achieve, and plans are recipes for achieving them. A plan has a context condition that determines the applicability of the plan to achieve the goal in a particular situation and a body that may have steps that are a combination of actions (considered atomic) and sub-goals. These steps may be unordered or ordered sequentially. Each sub-goal in turn would have its own set of plans that can be utilised to achieve them and so on. This goal-plan relationship leads to a natural tree-like structure, commonly referred to as a goal-plan tree (GPT) [25–27]. These GPTs are a general abstraction of a wide range of BDI agent [17] platforms (e.g. JACK [29], JadeX [16], Jason [2]) and we have recently extended SARL [18] to also include this goal-plan architecture.

Figure 1 illustrates the goal-plan structure for the “get coffee” example from [31]. We also use their example to also illustrate some aspects of the use of TriQPAN in the sections ahead. A succinct version of the scenario is as follows: An academic visitor requires a staff coffee machine in the host academic’s office which serves good coffee and can be used freely if she is in her office. There is a staff kitchenette that has a machine that serves coffee-like substance, which is not as nice but it is also free. The best coffee however is at a nearby coffee shop which can be purchased at a cost. A key preference is coffee over coffee-like substances. Less-important preferences are to save money, and to use the nearest coffee source. These give rise to the three relevant quality attributes (in order): quality (coffee preferred to coffee-like), money (free preferred to expensive), and location (smallest distance from starting location).

Winikoff et al. also introduce the notion of “valuings” to a typical goal-plan tree which indicates the positive or negative affect of a plan (or action) and its outcome. For example in Figure 1, the valuations of the getKitchenCoffee plan are - coffee quality is bad, cost is none, and the distance between locations. Their experiments show that using these valuations enable better explanations.

2.3 SARL & EventStoreDB

SARL is a general-purpose agent-oriented programming language designed for building intelligent multi agent systems [18]. Developed as an open-source project, SARL aims to simplify the creation of MAS by providing a high-level language with native constructs for modelling and implementing agent behaviours.

SARL agents are characterized by their autonomous, event-driven behavior responding to changes in their environment, and more recently goal-oriented behaviours [20]. Its interoperability with the Java ecosystem has further expanded its reach, allowing seamless integration with established software libraries and frameworks. Due to its generic and highly extensible architecture, SARL is able to integrate new concepts and features quickly. This quality coupled with its features, has seen it adopted by a number of academic and industrial institutions to develop a wide range of applications [1, 15, 19, 20, 24]. The underlying event-driven architecture of SARL makes it highly amenable towards XAg as storing and querying the events enables explainability. We store and query event streams in SARL by incorporating the state-of-the-art EventStoreDB.
EventStoreDB (https://www.eventstore.com/) is a specialized database system optimized for event sourcing [7] — a software architectural pattern where changes to the system state are stored as a sequence of events, rather than merely storing the current state itself. By capturing every single change as a distinct event, EventStoreDB allows systems to reconstruct their state at any point in time, thereby providing a robust mechanism for versioning, auditing, and in our use case, explainability. We utilise some of its rich features such as temporal queries and projections in order to derive explanations as we describe in Section 4.2.

2.4 Related Work on XAg

Although there has been a huge emphasis on the need for explainable AI there is not much work in MAS research on explainable agents. Notable exceptions are the aforementioned recent work of Winikoff et al. [31] and much earlier body of work by Habers et al. [10, 11]. All of these works utilise GPTs as a base for providing explanations as the GPT allows traceability. For example, explaining why an action is performed could be done by tracing the tree. In the simplest form it could be - action ‘a’ was performed by plan ‘p’ as part of achieving goal ‘g’.

Habers et al. [11] requires the agents to store any decisions that may require explanation via an explicit logging mechanism. For example, when the agent adopts a goal G at time t, it logs that it adopted goal G at t in the 2APL [4] programming language that they use, it would be written as follows:

```
Monitor <- true [ [ adopt(Check(X)); UpdateLog(Check(X),t) ]
```

This explanation log can store beliefs, goals, actions etc. The decision what to log and what not should depend on the information that is desired in an explanation. Whilst they provide templates for some case studies their approach was not a general formalism.

The approach of Winikoff et al. [31] strictly generalises the work of Habers et al. and is able to do more. In particular, they introduce “valuings” as mentioned above. Their experiments show that valuings provide for better explanations. An important contribution of [31] is the mechanisms for generating explanations in a more human-friendly natural language than say a simple trace of a GPT. They provide formal definitions and detailed algorithms.

We note that our design pattern TriQPAN is complementary and generalises all of the previous work. That is, TriQPAN allows all of the explanations provided in previous work, which we term direct queries, and go beyond by allowing temporal correlation queries as we describe in Section 4. We use the event-driven architecture of SARL combined with EventStoreDB to automatically log all the events in such a way they can be queried to provide rich explanations, beyond simply tracing the goal-plan tree structures.

We integrate TriQPAN into the SARL goal-reasoning engine to automatically capture all the relevant events to provide in-built explainability for goal-oriented behaviours. This allows the use of SARL with built-in XAg that requires little to no additional overhead from the developers. We also show how TriQPAN can be implemented in any agent architecture, to explain any type of (ad-hoc) behaviours.

To the best of our knowledge, the work of Winikoff et al. was not implemented in an agent programming language but rather prototypes in Haskell and Python to evaluate the formalisms and algorithms presented. In contrast, we fully implement our design pattern based approach in SARL, and will make this XAg version of SARL available for use via GitHub. This can then be used to develop agent systems with built-in explainability and also expand upon as required. Note however that currently our explanations do not provide rich natural language expressions, as it is not the intended purpose of our work. Instead, in future work, we aim to utilise and implement the algorithms provided by Winikoff et al. for this purpose.

3 TRIQPAN - A DESIGN PATTERN FOR XAG

The TriQPAN (Trigger, Query, Process, Action and Notify) pattern is designed to create explainable agent processes that can be recorded to explain the agent’s reasoning and decision processes. As with any design pattern, TriQPAN needs to be adapted to the specific process being implemented. In a typical MAS, every decision that an agent makes, for example, which goal to pursue, which plan to execute to achieve a goal, and so on, entails a process that is composed of a sequence of clearly identifiable steps - trigger, query, process, action and notify as follows.

Once the decision process has been triggered (e.g. by a perception), it will query its state or known information (e.g., its belief sets), compute or process this information to select the actions to perform, and finally, notify of its actions and completion to other modules (i.e., building blocks for the agent’s architecture). This observation and the steps are at the core of the TriQPAN pattern.

A graphical notation of the TriQPAN pattern is shown in Figure 2. Each icon is annotated with the TriQPAN steps it represents and the arrows between them indicate control flow.

![TriQPAN design pattern](image)

**Figure 2: TriQPAN design pattern**

**Triggers** are instances of events that begin a TriQPAN process. Perceptions are the most typical triggers of behaviours for most agent types, though they can take different forms depending on the specific architecture used. If the agent is using a goal-oriented architecture, events such as *Goal Adopted*, *Goal Activated or Belief Updated*, are candidates triggers.

**Query** step retrieves information from the agent’s mental state. This can be as simple as data structures (e.g., variables) or as complex as querying an ontology knowledge base.

**Process** step queries the data and the trigger to select the appropriate actions to take (if any).

**Action** step executes one or more actions in response to the trigger. Actions in this pattern should be interpreted as operations the agent is able to do in a broader sense. They can be internal (e.g. update beliefs) or external (e.g., write to a file, move towards a location).

**Notify** ends the TriQPAN process and is twofold. First, all actions must notify of any effective change of state (e.g., belief updates). Second, the TriQPAN should fire an event that informs of all the components used. We term this event the
We highlight some important considerations when adapting it: when the framework used for reasoning natively integrates the TriQPAN pattern. E.g., a goal-oriented reasoning engine built using mental idea is to ensure that the goal reasoning engine has a set of goal reasoning engine based on TriQPAN patterns. The focus on designing a goal oriented solution obtaining XAgentProcess is used in ad-hoc agent decision processes, its main benefits appear modeled and explain key decision processes. While TriQPAN can be reproduced and verified against its XAgentProcess event. Note that the notifications of one TriQPAN can be the trigger of another TriQPAN, for chained decision processes (See Figure 3).

The XAgentProcess event is a central element for explainability in our approach. It is captured and stored to enable interactive queries. We describe this in detail in Section 4 ahead.

**TriQPAN adoption considerations.** Like any design pattern, TriQPAN must be adapted to the specific agent process it is applied to. We highlight some important considerations when adapting it:

- Each TriQPAN must fire a XAgentProcess event that contains all relevant information about the TriQPAN components (i.e., trigger, queries and outputs, actions applied).
- Every action should fire an event that notifies other modules of effective state changes. For instance, when updating a belief a Belief Updated event should be fired. If actions do not directly affect the agent’s state (e.g. actions that affect the external environment only), changes will be captured later by the agent as perceptions as the environment changes.
- A TriQPAN must contain Action-Query loops. Any process required as a response to an action a should be modelled as a separate TriQPAN using the notification of a’s TriQPAN as the trigger.
- A TriQPAN must be stateless. That is, it can only depend on the information contained in the trigger and the queries made. This stateless feature also means that, given the same trigger and the same query results, the process must apply the same actions ensuring reproducibility. Furthermore, if the XAgentProcess event is correctly constructed, every TriQPAN can be reproduced and verified against its XAgentProcess event. This feature is a result of TriQPAN’s foundations and inspiration on well-established event-driven patterns such as Event Sourcing [7] and CQRS [6].

The TriQPAN pattern can be used in any agent architecture to model and explain key decision processes. While TriQPAN can be used in ad-hoc agent decision processes, its main benefits appear when the framework used for reasoning natively integrates the TriQPAN pattern. E.g., a goal-oriented reasoning engine built using TriQPAN enables the developer to abstract and reason about XAgentProcess for adoption without any (or minimal) developer overhead. As described ahead in section 4.2, we have implemented such an engine in SARL. This allows developers to focus on designing a goal oriented solution obtaining XAgentProcess for adoption.

Here we briefly describe the principle underlying the creation of a goal reasoning engine based on TriQPAN patterns. The fundamental idea is to ensure that the goal reasoning engine has a set of TriQPAN processes such that the process notifications of one TriQPAN are triggers for the next required TriQPAN process.

Consider the diagram in Figure 3. It represents three processes of the goal engine. First, the Goal Adoption TriQPAN is triggered by a request to ConsiderGoal(g) for adoption. This trigger could have originated from the request of another agent or a reflex following an action. First, it queries all the currently active Goals of the agent to complete then Goal Adoption Decision process. The ensuing flow is annotated with an xor constraint to denote that the decision can be to execute one of the actions - adopt goal or abandon goal g. Each of these actions, then fires the corresponding notifications of GoalAdopted(g) or GoalAbandoned(g).

The GoalAdopted(g) event triggers the TriQPAN process of Goal Activation, hence forming a chain of TriQPANs where the notification of one leads to the trigger of another. In turn, the Goal Activation TriQPAN may trigger a GoalActivated(g) notification after the Query-Process-Action (QPA) steps of the TriQPAN. This GoalActivated(g) notification becomes the trigger of the Plan Selection TriQPAN. (Note that the notation allows to collapse these steps to focus on the sequence of events. To avoid cluttering, we choose to show the QPA steps container with the name of the TriQPAN process, and infer the trigger and notifications from the control flow arrows.)

### 4 EXPLAINING AGENT BEHAVIOURS

In this section, we present how TriQPAN pattern based architectures enable XAgentProcess. We use our implementation of TriQPAN to illustrate how this can be done. We also use this section to highlight what our implementation in SARL supports in terms of XAgentProcess.

#### 4.1 Explanation query types

Notification events observed from an XAgentProcess system that implements TriQPAN contains rich information about the decision processes and its outcomes. They enable us to query the system behaviour regarding a large number of situations. In our current approach we support three types of queries with more planned for the future: (i) direct queries; (ii) temporally correlated queries; and (iii) continuous queries. Table 1 presents a summary of the direct and temporally correlated query types as implemented in this work. Continuous queries are essentially any explanation query (of the other types) where the agent is required to continuously provide answers on.

The table shows the questions available for each concept relevant to the query type, an example for each case with the actual query and the natural language description of it in italics below. We also note the level of support that our implementation in SARL.
provide out-of-the-box for each case. The SARL support is categorized as Provided: the feature is fully implemented; Partial: not all functionalities are fully implemented at this stage, but implementation is planned; Planned: the functionality is not implemented but planned; Supported: the mechanisms are provided for future development if required.

4.1.1 Direct queries. In a goal-oriented agent system we are interested in obtaining explanations related to three core agent concepts - goals, plans and beliefs.

Our goal engine in SARL is inspired by [12] where the life-cycle of a goal is defined in terms of states and operational semantics are defined for the transitions. In our approach, we can query the agent about any decision related the operations of goals, not just the goal activation. E.g., why was Goal X dropped? or why suspended? While in most of this paper we focus on achievement goals, the goal-engine also supports maintenance and perform goals.

For both goals and plans, we are able to ask: (i) why questions; (ii) why_not questions; and (iii) why_pref questions. (see Table 1). For beliefs, why questions are the only applicable query type.

Finally, Ad-hoc processes and action outcome notifications can be queried using the information able in the TriQPAN notifications.

4.1.2 Temporal Correlation queries. In many cases, we are not only interested only in decisions made at a particularly given time (e.g., why did you choose Plan A over B at t_k?), that is, direct queries, but also explanations on sequences of decisions. For example, which locations did you visit to get coffee?). This requires processing the event stream log to extract the information needed.

We define a number of different types of temporally correlated queries: (i) how_many which is a count of some occurrence; (ii) is_it_always and (iii) is_it_never to query whether it is always the case or not case of an occurrence, respectively; and (iv) what_sequence to identify the trace of updates to a belief. See Table 1 for examples and concepts related to each type. Finally, we support questions targeting the TriQPAN notifications independently of any agent architecture, labelled as Generic. Using these queries, developers are not restricted to the set of questions proposed in this work and are able to create new ones.

4.1.3 Continuous explanations. In its very nature, events in the agent system are continuously streamed from the system to that event store. As a result of this live stream, humans are able to query the agents not only after the execution, but as continuously running queries that expand as the system executes. EventStoreDB support this type of Continuous queries using projections. Continuous queries combined with (temporal) correlation queries and explainability opens the door to new forms of live interactions between humans and XAgents; not only for explanations but also monitoring, cooperation, human veto and much more.
We selected SARL for implementing our XAg design pattern TriQPAN. While the examples below will use SARL to illustrate how to adapt the TriQPAN pattern to different agent designs, TriQPAN can be implemented and adopted to any existing agent framework.

4.2 SARL XAg

We selected SARL for implementing our XAg design pattern TriQPAN. While the examples below will use SARL to illustrate how to adapt the TriQPAN pattern to different agent designs, TriQPAN can be implemented and adopted to any existing agent framework.

4.2.1 Architecture. To enable explainability queries, we have integrated SARL platform with EventStoreDB, a state-of-the-art event stream database. A high level overview in show in Figure 4. An EventObserver stores the information produced by XAgents into the event database. Then a human operator can use specific queries using an event query language to answer why questions. Systems implementing the TriQPAN pattern will fire the events into SARL a Space. Spaces in SARL are communication support components able to transport events. These events can be observed by other agents to trigger their own behaviours.

4.2.2 Goal engine implementation. The engine is designed using a sequence of TriQPAN to chain core algorithms, such as goal selection, plan selection, and so on. Each one of these processes fires an XAgentProcess event to notify of the TriQPAN components used (as mentioned in Section 3).

We created a XAgentProcess event implementation in SARL to broadcast information associated with the TriQPAN pattern (see Figure 5). This event is populated by the TriQPAN process with all relevant information, such as process name; the implementation; trigger; queries; and actions selected. Additionally, it captures the criteria used to decide the actions taken.

To illustrate how this process is implemented, consider the Plan Selection process shown in Figure 5. The process is triggered by the ReviewPlans event. Then it will find all active goals (i.e., intentions) that do not have a plan attached (i.e., unattachedGoals). It will then find all applicable plan for that goal. This information is stored in the queries map of the XAgentProcess event.

As a selection criteria, it uses the highest applicability in the set of applicablePlans recorded in the queries. In our engine, the applicability is calculated for each plan based on the agent’s beliefs. The winner is recorded as part of the actions taken.

4.2.3 Preference reasoning via valuings. We extended the SARL engine to support Plan valuings inspired by [30]. In addition, the goal engine also provides the criteria used for determining the applicability rating for each plan. The criteria allows to disambiguate on how the agent reached these ratings, an often overlooked feature. See section 5 for an example.

4.2.4 TriQPAN compliant mental states via beliefs. In goal-oriented agents, beliefs play a crucial role and changes to the beliefs should be notified via events. As this can be an overwhelming task for developers, the framework should provide native support for belief set management.

Our approach consist of identifying data structures with the @Belief annotation. The framework can automatically generate SARL capacities (and related skills) to query and update beliefs. Capacities and Skills are SARL’s mechanisms to implement actions that are brought into scope by the use case. Update actions will automatically trigger notification events. For example, the setLocation action will fire the OfficeBeliefsLocationUpdated event.

Belief update events include a list of IntentionStackTrace Elements. This trace contains information regarding the agent process that updated the belief.

4.2.5 Ad-hoc processes support. For explanations outside of the above, the SARL engine offers full access to the TriQPAN API, allowing developers to replace / extend any of the processes and/or actions provided. This gives great flexibility to tailor for particular use cases supporting different agent architectures. For example, the agent system can integrate domain specific actions to modify their environment, and notify the outcomes of the following the TriQPAN process. For instance, “Why was file paper.tex modified?”(why(FileWritten, paper.tex, t10)).

4.3 Translating questions into event queries

In the EventStoreDB, events are stored in streams that can be queried using a query framework based on Javascript. To answer why questions, we must first translate them into event queries. This allows us to harness the power of industry-grade systems to...
explain agent behaviours. It also opens the door to community collaboration and innovative contributions of shared modules.

In Figure 6, we show how to translate our example question, “why bad coffee?”, into the event query language and the corresponding query result. To do this, we first need to select the stream of events of the application under consideration. Then, in the \textit{when} function, we pass handlers for each type of event that hold information to answer the question at hand. The first handler (\texttt{\texttt{\$init}}) allows to initialize the state that following handlers will receive as parameter $s$. The second handler is applied for every event $e$ of type \texttt{OfficeBeliefsCoffeeUpdated} (i.e., notifications of updates to the \texttt{Coffee Belief}). The event’s \texttt{body} format depends on the type of event. In our case, the \texttt{OfficeBeliefsCoffeeUpdated} event contains the updated value of the coffee belief in the \texttt{newValue} attribute and the trace of goals and plans that caused this belief update, in the \texttt{trace} attribute. Using this information we can construct the English explanation stored in the state’s \texttt{s.reason} - “I got BAD coffee because I selected Plan GetKitchenCoffee to achieve Goal GetCoffee”.

While our current translation is simplistic, we can plug-in an explanation engine as the one proposed by [30] to automatically create richer natural language explanations.

4.4 Explaining ad-hoc behaviours

Agent technology expands beyond goal oriented agents. In many applications, reactive agents (or specific reactive behaviours) are implemented. For instance, consider a Drone agent exploring an area to identify objects. When an object is detected it must decide whether to identify the newly detected object or its previous target. Additionally when the battery level becomes “LOW”, it must return immediately to base to recharge. Such behaviours, could be simply implemented as a reactive decision based on the notification of \texttt{BatteryLevelUpdated}. In SARL, this behaviour could be implemented as shown in Figure 7. We are now able to answer “Why are you returning to base?”.

5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We implemented two systems from published works, using the TriQPAN pattern presented in this work. First, we developed the GetCoffee goal-plan tree presented in [30]. Second, we adapted part of a Search and Rescue application presented in [22], Table 2 presents a sample of the questions and answers generated by the current implementation.

\begin{verbatim}
behaviour Drone {
  uses DroneStateBeliefs // Belief set
  on ObjectDetected { // Trigger
    // TriQPAN process to decide on // object identification
    on BatteryLevelUpdated [LOW == newValue] {
      val xag = new XAgentProcess("BatteryMonitor", Drone, occurrence)
      xag.queries.put("batteryLevel", batteryLevel)
      xag.criteria.put("destinationSelection", "Recharge on LOW Battery")
      destination = baseLocation
      xag.actions.put("destination", baseLocation)
      wake(xag)
    }
  }
}

Figure 6: Why bad coffee? query and result

Figure 7: Basic XAgentProcess

We use the GetCoffee example to present goal, plan and belief explanations. First we find the explanation for \textit{why bad coffee?} by querying when did the belief of coffee get updated and who made the change. The next obvious question, \textit{why did the agent select the GetKitchenCoffee plan?}, is answered by presenting the ratings obtained by each plan. This same explanation can be presented for \textit{why did not select GetOfficeCoffee plan?}.

We then explain \textit{why GetStaffCard goal was activated?}. And finally we present an example of \textit{temporal correlation query} to explain the path followed by the agent.

As explained in previous sections, TriQPAN is not limited to goal-plan agents. The Search and Rescue application uses \textit{ad-hoc} decision processes. The Drone agent was implemented using reactive behaviours that follow the TriQPAN pattern as shown in Figure 7. This allows generating the explanation as show in table 2. This long running application benefits from \textit{continuous queries}. The query runs continuously presenting the user with “live” updates of the decisions made by the Drone. For instance, we see the decision to return to base because battery is low and must recharge.

We notice that the system offers an (obscure) answer to \textit{why GetKitchenCoffee plan was selected?} (i.e., GetKitchenCoffee had 30% rating, while the others had 0%). However, the framework is capable of generating more elaborate answers using the valuings and criteria information of the XAgentProcess event of the Plan Selection process. Figure 8 shows the details available for plans GetKitchenCoffee (left) and GetOfficeCoffee (right). For each plan we find: (i) the valuings that represent the information used when rating the plan; and (ii) the criteria used to generate the rating, including the formula to generate the final rating.

In the case of GetKitchenCoffee the criteria to generate the rating is \texttt{coffee.quality * cost + staffCardAvailable}. If we replace components using their criteria, we get $0.3 * 1 = 0.3$. In the case of GetOfficeCoffee, the value of \texttt{annInOffice} is \texttt{false} so this yields a rating of 0. If both plans were applicable (e.g. \texttt{annInOffice=true} and \texttt{staffCardAvailable=true}), GetOfficeCoffee would receive a rating of 0.5 since the agent rates \texttt{GOOD} coffee at 0.5 and \texttt{BAD} at 0.3. With this information, more elaborate answers can be easily generated enabling users to find answers to their own questions.
The underlying principle is logging the events related to the TriQPAN process an agent undertakes - trigger, query, process, action and notify. PAN is based on the pattern that every decision making process is represented by integrating TriQPAN into its goal-reasoning framework. This enables Pan to query the agent systems for explanations about its behaviours. The design pattern we present TriQPAN is required events, but more importantly, we extend the SARL agent programming platform by generating and storing the required events, but more importantly, we extend the SARL agent reasoning engines, providing users with built-in XAg functionality. We show how TriQPAN can be implemented to explain behaviours for any agent architecture by generating and storing the required events, but more importantly, we extend the SARL agent programming platform by integrating TriQPAN into its goal-reasoning engine. This allows developers to design and implement an agent system as per usual, with no (or very little) overhead, be able to query the agent systems for explanations about its behaviours.

We tested our SARL extension with two case studies - the artificial 'get coffee' example used in [31] and a 'search and rescue' case study used in [21, 22], to illustrate its use in practice. Our approach was inspired by previous work on explaining the behaviour of BDI agents [10, 31] by inspecting the goal-plan structures and event-driven software patterns [6, 7]. Our event based design pattern is able to provide the same type of explanations and go beyond as the event store can be queried for richer types of queries such as temporal correlation queries as described in this work.

TriQPAN also enables requirements verification in a similar approach to [23]. Indeed, more advanced verifications can be implemented as we have access to more detailed information (compared to logs of traces). This verification could also be done “live” using continuous queries.

Whilst we have presented a few different types of explanation queries, future work involves investigating other query types. This includes expanding and further exploring the potential of explanation queries for explainability and auditing. Future work also includes providing full support in our SARL implementation for those cases where we have planned to do so as identified in Table 1. Additionally, we will explore “introspection” reasoning based on information made available by XAgentProcess event.

In our approach we provide a basic translation from formal event queries and responses to intuitive English language representations. Future work includes adapting more sophisticated formalisms presented in [31] to present better natural language explanations.

Our XAg extension to SARL will be made freely available via GitHub. We make a call-to-action for the engineering MAS community to consider extending other agent development platforms to incorporate the TriQPAN design pattern into their respective reasoning engines, providing users with built-in XAg functionality. This would greatly enhance the acceptance and use of MAS in the mainstream.
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6 CONCLUSION
In this paper we have advocated the use of design patterns to develop explainable-by-design agents (XAg) as a design feature instead of an afterthought. The design pattern we present TriQPAN is based on the pattern that every decision making process an agent undertakes - trigger, query, process, action and notify. The underlying principle is logging the events related to the TriQPAN process via an event store, and querying the event store to provide explanations.

We show how TriQPAN can be implemented to explain behaviours for any agent architecture by generating and storing the required events, but more importantly, we extend the SARL agent programming platform by integrating TriQPAN into its goal-reasoning engine. This allows developers to design and implement an agent system as per usual, with no (or very little) overhead, be able to query the agent systems for explanations about its behaviours.

---

Table 2: Sample of questions and answers of systems implemented using TriQPAN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct Belief</td>
<td>why(OfficeBeliefs, coffee_quality, BAD) I got BAD Coffee because I selected Plan GetKitchenCoffee to achieve Goal GetCoffee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Plan</td>
<td>why(GetKitchenCoffee, GetCoffee) Plan GetKitchenCoffee with rating 30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Goal</td>
<td>why_not(GetOfficeCoffee, GetCoffee) Plan GetShopCoffee with rating 0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal</td>
<td>what_sequence(OfficeBeliefs, location) Started in OFFICE then moved to KITCHEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8: Plan Selection XAgentProcess event

```json
{
  "name": "GetKitchenCoffee",
  "rating": 0.3,
  "valuings": {
    "coffee.quality": "BAD",
    "cost": "NONE",
    "distanceTo(KITCHEN)": 20,
    "staffCardAvailable": true
  },
  "criteria": {
    "coffee.quality": {
      "GOOD": 0.5,
      "VERY_GOOD": 1,
      "BAD": 0.3
    },
    "cost": {
      "LOW": 0.8,
      "NONE": 1,
      "HIGH": 0.5
    },
    "staffCardAvailable": true,
    "annInOffice": false
  },
  "rating": "coffee.quality * cost * staffCardAvailable"
}
```